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We introduce a model of attractive penetrable spheres by adding a short-range attractive square well outside
a penetrable core, and we provide a detailed analysis of structural and thermodynamical properties in one
dimension using the exact impenetrable counterpart as a starting point. The model is expected to describe star
polymers in regimes of good and moderate solvent under dilute conditions. We derive the exact coefficients of
a low-density expansion up to second order for the radial distribution function and up to fourth order in the
virial expansion. These exact results are used as a benchmark to test the reliability of approximate theories
�Percus-Yevick and hypernetted chain�. Notwithstanding the lack of an exact solution for arbitrary densities,
our results are expected to be rather precise within a wide range of temperatures and densities. A detailed
analysis of some limiting cases is carried out. In particular, we provide a complete solution of the sticky
penetrable-sphere model in one dimension up to the same order in density. The issue of Ruelle’s thermody-
namics stability is analyzed and the region of a well-defined thermodynamic limit is identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike simple liquids, where two-body potentials describe
interactions at the atomistic level, complex liquid interac-
tions are always a result of an average process over the mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom. As a result, highly simplified
models often accurately describe a number of experimental
features ranging from structural to thermophysical proper-
ties. Examples include colloidal dispersions, macromol-
ecules, and combinations of the two �1�. A noteworthy fea-
ture of these systems is that the hard-core repulsive barrier
for very short range is not an essential ingredient of the
model. In the case of highly ramified polymers in good sol-
vents �star polymers�, for instance, the centers of mass of two
polymer chains can be at a distance much smaller than their
respective radii of gyration and they are well described by an
effective Gaussian interaction �2�. The simplest of this class
of minimal bounded potentials is the so-called penetrable-
sphere �PS� model �3� which has attracted considerable at-
tention in the last few years �see, e.g., Ref. �4� and references
therein�. In this case the infinite barrier of the hard-sphere
�HS� potential is replaced by a finite one, thus allowing for a
finite probability of penetrating inside the core.

A major advantage of the PS potential is, of course, sim-
plicity. On the other hand, it lacks an attractive part which is
expected to be relevant in such a complex environment in
view of the ubiquity of van der Waals dispersion forces. The
purpose of the present work is to address this point by pro-
posing a variation of the PS model in which a square well
�SW� is added outside the core. This model, hereafter re-
ferred to as the penetrable square-well �PSW� model, has an

extremely rich phenomenology notwithstanding its simplic-
ity, including a number of interesting limiting cases as will
be discussed later on.

One-dimensional bounded interactions do not belong to
the class of nearest-neighbor fluids for which the total poten-
tial energy can be written as

UN�x1, . . . ,xN� = �
i=1

N−1

���xi+1 − xi�� , �1.1�

where ��r� is the pair potential and �xi , i=1, . . . ,N� are the
coordinates of the N particles confined in a segment of length
L, which eventually may be let to go to infinity. A necessary
�but not sufficient� condition for a one-dimensional fluid to
satisfy Eq. �1.1� is to be a hard-core fluid, i.e., a fluid made
of particles which cannot penetrate one another due to the
existence of an infinite repulsive potential barrier in ��r�.

Nearest-neighbor fluids admit an analytic exact statistical-
mechanical solution in one dimension �5�: the partition func-
tion, equation of state, and correlation functions of any order
can be calculated analytically from the knowledge of the pair
potential. Both structural and thermophysical properties can
be analytically obtained in one dimension for Baxter’s sticky
hard-sphere �SHS� potential �6,7�, and for the SW potential
�8�, in addition to the HS potential �5,9–13�, but the tech-
nique permits in principle the analysis of a large class of
nearest-neighbor one-dimensional potentials.

In the absence of the nearest-neighborhood constraint �as
happens with bounded potentials�, the situation is far more
complex, and we are not aware of any general analytical
approach to the problem, even in one dimension. As a matter
of fact there exist only a few examples of analytically solv-
able one-dimensional models of this type, which include the
Kac potential �14� and the Coulomb potential �15,16�. For
PSs, it was observed �4,17� that the exact analytic solution
for HSs can be efficiently exploited to build a rather precise,
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albeit approximate, solution of the penetrable counterpart.
This analysis is here extended to PSW interactions. Using a
low-density expansion and the corresponding exact solution
for the SW problem, we derive the exact result up to the
second order in a density expansion of the radial distribution
function and up to fourth order in the virial expansion of the
equation of state. These exact low-density calculations are
contrasted with approximate theories such as the Percus-
Yevick �PY� and the hypernetted chain �HNC� closures, thus
providing an assessment of the relative reliability of both
approximations and the low-density expansion. As a prelimi-
nary simplified step in our calculation, we also examine the
penetrable counterpart of the SHS problem, denoted as sticky
penetrable spheres �SPSs� in the following, which provides a
guideline to tackling the more difficult PSW problem.

The introduction of an attractive part of the potential into
a penetrable interaction raises the important issue of the ex-
istence of a well-defined thermodynamic limit �18,19�. We
address this problem for the PSW model and provide com-
pelling arguments to identify the stability region, which is
guaranteed for a sufficiently small �	0.5� ratio between the
attractive and repulsive energy scales and arbitrary values of
the other parameters.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II we introduce the model along with all its limiting
cases �including the SPS fluid� and we study its stability.
Section III briefly accounts for the main equations necessary
for the analytical solution of the nearest-neighbor class of
fluids with arbitrary interactions. The exact solution of the
one-dimensional SHS potential is derived within this general
approach in Sec. III B and this is used to obtain the corre-
sponding low-density solution of the SPS model in Sec. IV.
A similar analysis is carried out in Sec. V for the PSW po-
tential and the results are contrasted with those stemming
from PY and HNC closures. Section VII contains some clos-
ing remarks, whereas some of the more technical details are
confined in suitable appendixes.

II. THE PENETRABLE SQUARE-WELL MODEL

The penetrable square-well model is defined by the fol-
lowing pair potential �see Fig. 1�:

��r� = 
+ �r, r � � ,

− �a, � � r � � + � ,

0, r � � + � ,
� �2.1�

where �r and �a are two positive constants accounting for the
repulsive and attractive parts of the potential, respectively.
Here � is the diameter of the sphere �length of the rod in one
dimension� and ��� is the width of the well. This model
has a number of relevant limiting cases. When �r→� it re-
duces to a square-well fluid, whereas �a→0 yields the
penetrable-sphere model studied in Ref. �4� in the one-
dimensional case. In addition it gives rise to an interesting
variation, referred to as sticky penetrable spheres, within an
appropriate limit of a well of infinite depth and vanishing
width �see below�. Finally, we recover the hard-sphere fluid
in the combined limit �r→� and �a→0.

It is worthwhile to note that the PSW model �and its vari-
ants� considered here is different from other apparently simi-
lar models like the Widom-Rowlinson model of interpen-
etrating spheres �20�, the concentric-shell model �21�, or the
permeable-sphere model �22�.

As usual, a very important role is played by the Mayer
function

f�r� = e−���r� − 1, �2.2�

where �=1 /kBT is the inverse of the thermal energy �kB is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature�.
In the present model, this becomes

f�r� = 
− 	r, r � � ,

+ 	a, � � r � � + � ,

0, r � � + � ,
�

=	rfHS�r� + 	a�
�r − �� − 
�r − � − ��� , �2.3�

where

	r = 1 − e−��r �2.4�

is the parameter measuring the degree of penetrability vary-
ing between 0 �free penetrability� and 1 �impenetrability� and

	a = e��a − 1 �2.5�

plays a similar role for the attractive part. Here fHS�r�=
�r
−��−1 is the Mayer function for a HS model, which can
then be recovered in the limit 	r→1 and 	a→0, and 
�r� is
the usual step function equal to 1 for r�0 and 0 otherwise. It

FIG. 1. �Color online� Sketch of the penetrable square-well
�PSW� potential �left column�. The right column shows a few lim-
iting cases: the sticky penetrable-sphere �SPS� potential ��a→� and
�→0�, the penetrable square-shoulder �PSS� potential ��r�−�a

�0�, and the hollow penetrable-sphere �HPS� potential ��r=0 and
�a�0�.
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also proves convenient to introduce the ratio 	=	a /	r, which
is a measure of the depth of the attractive well, relative to the
“penetrability” of the core. In that way, Eq. �2.3� can be
rewritten as

f�r� = 	r�fHS�r� + 	�
�r − �� − 
�r − � − ���� = 	rfSW�r� ,

�2.6�

where fSW�r� is the Mayer function of a SW fluid with the
change 	a→	.

Although the PSW model can be defined for any dimen-
sionality of the system, throughout the remainder of this pa-
per we will specialize to the one-dimensional case.

A. The thermodynamic stability issue

As anticipated in the Introduction, in our model we need
to make sure that the system is always stable in the sense
that the total energy is always bounded from below by −NB,
N being the number of particles and B an arbitrary positive
constant �19�. The physical origin of this instability can be
traced back to the fact that a soft core allows the possibility
of a “collapsed state” where the energy is no longer propor-
tional to the number of particles N and a well-defined ther-
modynamic limit may not exist. In a classic paper, Fisher and
Ruelle �18� provided a set of conditions on the pair potentials
which are sufficient for stability, but the actual implementa-
tion of such conditions in soft-core systems is far from being
trivial, as was recently shown for Gaussian-core models �23�
and Lennard-Jones fluids �24�.

In the PSW model, the issue is clearly related to the in-
terplay between the two energy scales �r and �a for the re-
pulsive and attractive parts of the potential. As shown in
Appendix A, we predict that the system might be unstable
when �r�2�a whereas we prove that it is certainly stable in
the opposite case �r�2�a.

B. The sticky limit: The SPS model

It is instructive at this point to consider a particular limit
of the PSW model which will be referred to as the sticky
penetrable-sphere model �see Fig. 1�. This is a variation of a
widely used sticky hard-sphere model introduced a long time
ago by Baxter �25�, which has proven to be extremely useful
in the framework of complex fluids, recently even in its an-
isotropic version �26�. The simplest way of introducing it is
at the level of the Mayer function �see Eq. �2.3��, which
becomes

fSHS�r� = fHS�r� + ���+�r − �� , �2.7�

where

�+�r� = lim
a→0+


�r� − 
�r − a�
a

. �2.8�

The relation with the SPS model is then provided by

fSPS�r� = 	rfSHS�r� . �2.9�

In the original SHS model �25�, �=1 /12�0 � playing the
role of an effective temperature� but the connection with the

PSW model is readily achieved from Eq. �2.6� by consider-
ing the limits �→0 and �r→� so that �= �	a /	r��� /�� re-
mains finite. In spite of its usefulness, the SHS model is
known to suffer from some mathematical drawbacks, the
most important of them being that it is unstable in spatial
dimensions greater than 1, as pointed out by Stell �27�, in
view of the divergence of the virial coefficient corresponding
to a close-packed configuration. For the SPS model we will
be able to achieve a number of exact results which can be
exploited as a guideline for the more complex PSW model.

C. Other limiting cases

In all previous cases, we have tacitly assumed �a�0. In
principle, however, nothing prevents one from considering
the opposite case �a�0 �which implies 	a�0�. In this case
the PSW potential gives rise to an interesting class of mod-
els, at least from an academic point of view, with two posi-
tive energy scales ��r and ��a��. If �r� ��a�, we get a purely
repulsive potential that could be called the penetrable square-
shoulder �PSS� model �see Fig. 1�. A peculiar situation oc-
curs if �r� ��a�: when two particles approach they have first
to overcome the barrier ��a� at r=�+�; once this is done,
they experience an attractive well of depth ��a�−�r for r��.
Thus the potential is attractive for short distances and repul-
sive for larger distances. The simplest version of models with
�a�0 and �r� ��a� corresponds to �r=0, which will be re-
ferred to as the hollow penetrable-sphere �HPS� model �see
Fig. 1�. If, in addition, the limit ��a�→� is taken, one gets an
athermal potential that will be referred to as the hollow hard-
sphere �HHS� model since the particles look like hard
spheres of diameter �+� with a “hole” of diameter � inside.
If two particles are separated by a distance larger than �
+�, they behave as hard spheres and the holes have no ef-
fect. On the other hand, if the separation between them is
smaller than �, they can never separate a distance larger than
�. In the HHS model, 	a→−1 and 	r→0, so that the func-
tions y2�r� and g2�r� are well defined �see below�. In Sec. VI
we will discuss the results for representative values of the
parameters. A summary of the penetrable models treated in
this paper, along with the corresponding values for �r, �a, and
� characterizing them, is reported in Table I.

III. BASIC FORMALISM FOR EXACT PROPERTIES OF
NEAREST-NEIGHBOR POTENTIALS

A. General scheme

The great advantage of dealing with one-dimensional
models is that they are usually amenable to exact solutions,

TABLE I. Summary of the models.

Model Acronym �r �a �

Penetrable spheres PS �0 0 �0

Penetrable square well PSW �0 �0 �0

Sticky penetrable sphere SPS �0 →+� →0

Penetrable square shoulder PSS �0 �0 �0

Hollow penetrable sphere HPS 0 �0 �0

Hollow hard sphere HHS 0 →−� �0
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at least in the limit of sufficiently short-range interactions
�14�. The trade-off is, of course, the fact that these models do
not have phase transitions. In the context of fluids, this trans-
lates into the fact that there exist exact solutions for the HS,
SHS, and SW models �5,6,8,10,11,28,29�. The same formal-
ism allows one to tackle non-nearest-neighbor one-
dimensional fluids �4�, thus leading to an approximate solu-
tion. Let us recall the main results of this approach, referring
to Ref. �8� for a self-contained treatment. The main quantity
to be computed is the Laplace transform of the Boltzmann
factor e−���r�:

�̃�s� = �
0

�

ds e−sre−���r�. �3.1�

This is directly related to the Laplace transform of the radial
distribution function g�r�,

G̃�s� = �
0

�

ds e−srg�r� . �3.2�

The relation is �see Refs. �8,10� for details�

G̃�s� =
1

�
 �̃���

�̃�s + ��
− 1�−1

, �3.3�

where �=N /L is the density of the one-dimensional fluid.
Here � is a solution of the equation

� � ln �̃�s�
�s

�
s=�

= −
1

�
. �3.4�

Finally, the equation of state �EOS� �and hence the whole
thermodynamics� can be cast into the very simple form

�P = � , �3.5�

where P is the pressure.

In practice, the scheme goes as follows. Evaluate �̃�s�
from the Boltzmann factor by a Laplace transform, Eq. �3.1�;
solve for � from Eq. �3.4�; insert the result into Eq. �3.3�;
invert the Laplace transform �3.2� to obtain g�r� and, in par-
allel, compute the EOS from �3.5�.

As a final remark, we anticipate that, when dealing with
discontinuous potentials �or Boltzmann factors�, it is conve-
nient to introduce the cavity function y�r� which is related to
the radial distribution function g�r� and the pair potential
��r� by the general relation

g�r� = e−���r�y�r� . �3.6�

Moreover, it can be expanded in powers of the density,

y�r� = 1 + �
n=1

�

�nyn�r� . �3.7�

In principle, knowledge of all yn coefficients provides the
exact solution to the cavity function y�r� �provided that the
above series converges� and hence to the problem. This also
allows us to assess the reliability of well-known approxima-
tions involving the direct correlation function c�r� and the
cavity function �30�, such as the Percus-Yevick closure

c�r� = f�r�y�r� �3.8�

and the hypernetted chain closure

c�r� = f�r�y�r� + y�r� − 1 − ln y�r� . �3.9�

B. Exact solution of the SHS model in one dimension

Let us particularize the above procedure to derive the ex-
act solution of Baxter’s SHS model in one dimension. Start-
ing from the Boltzmann factor

e−���r� = 
�r − �� + ���+�r − �� , �3.10�

its Laplace transform �3.1� yields

�̃�s� = �� +
1

s
�e−s�. �3.11�

Equation �3.4� can then be arranged to get the following
quadratic equation:

�2�2��1 − ��� + ���1 − ��� − �� = 0. �3.12�

Its physical solution is

� =
�1 + 4���/�1 − ��� − 1

2��
, �3.13�

which can be substituted into Eq. �3.5� to give

�P

�
=

�1 + 4���/�1 − ��� − 1

2���
, �3.14�

which represents the EOS for this system. In order to get the
exact radial distribution function, we exploit Eq. �3.3� to get

G̃�s� =
1

�
�
n=1

�  �̃�s + ��

�̃���
�n

=
1

�
�
n=1

� ��� + 1
s+��ne−ns�

��� + 1
� �n . �3.15�

We can now use the binomial theorem to expand ���
+ 1

s+� �n and invert the Laplace transform �3.2� term by term
by using the residue theorem, to obtain

g�r� = �
n=1

�

�n�r − n��
�r − n�� , �3.16�

�n�r� =
1

�

1

��� + 1/��n�����n�+�r� + �
k=1

n n

k
�

�����n−k rk−1e−�r

�k − 1�!� , �3.17�

which is the correct result found in Ref. �6� with a different
method.

IV. EXACT PROPERTIES OF THE SPS MODEL

Next we turn our attention to the corresponding pen-
etrable SPS counterpart. Following Ref. �4�, the basic idea
hinges on deducing the exact low-density orders of the SPS
model from those of the SHS model, which can be evaluated
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exactly. Each term yn�r� can be represented as a sum of suit-
able diagrams, whose forms for y1�r� and y2�r� were given in
Ref. �4� and will not be repeated here. Each bond in the
diagrams corresponds to a Mayer function f�r� and the ones
for the SPS and SHS models are related by Eq. �2.9�. For the
SHS model previously discussed, the exact cavity function
y�r� does not have a Dirac � function at r=� and the regular
part is continuous at that point. Neither of these two proper-
ties is any longer true for the SPS model, as further elabo-
rated below. Here and in the following we set �=1 for sim-
plicity.

The result is

y1
�SPS��r� = 	r

2y1
�SHS��r� , �4.1�

y2
�SPS��r� = 	r

3y2A
�SHS��r� + 2	r

4y2B
�SHS��r� +

	r
4

2
y2C

�SHS��r�

+
	r

5

2
y2D

�SHS��r� , �4.2�

where the first-order density term is

y1
�SHS��r� = �2 − r − 2��
�2 − r� + �2�2�+�r� + �+�r − 2�� .

�4.3�

Note that this has a � singularity at r=0 and is continuous at
r=1. For the second order in density we have

y2A
�SHS��r� = �− �3 − r2� + 6��1 − ���
�1 − r� + −

1

2
�3 − r�2

+ 3��3 − � − r���
�3 − r� − 
�1 − r��

+ �3�3�+�r − 1� + �+�r − 3�� , �4.4�

y2B
�SHS��r� = 1

2
�6 − 2r − r2� − ��6 − 6� − r��
�1 − r�

+ 1

2
�2 − r��4 − r� − ��8 − 4� − 3r��

��
�2 − r� − 
�1 − r�� + �2�1 − 2���2�+�r�

+ �+�r − 2�� − 2�3�+�r − 1� , �4.5�

y2C
�SHS��r� = �y1

�SHS��r��2, �4.6�

y2D
�SHS��r� = �− �3 − 2r� + 2��3 − 3� − r��
�1 − r� + �− �2 − r�2

+ 4��2 − � − r���
�2 − r� − 
�1 − r��

+ 2�3�6�+�r� + �+�r − 1� + 3�+�r − 2��

− �4�4�+
2�r� + �+

2�r − 2�� . �4.7�

The functions �4.4�–�4.7� present some peculiar properties.
In particular, �i� the regular parts of y2A

�SHS��r�, y2B
�SHS��r�, and

y2D
�SHS��r� are discontinuous at r=1; �ii� y2A

�SHS��r�, y2B
�SHS��r�,

and y2D
�SHS��r� have a � singularity at r=1; and �iii� y2C

�SHS��r�
and y2D

�SHS��r� present �2 singularities at r=0 and 2. However,
these three classes of singularities cancel out when setting
	r=1 in Eq. �4.2� to obtain the total second-order function
y2

�SHS��r� �31�. On the other hand, since for SPS y2A
�SHS��r�,

y2B
�SHS��r�, y2C

�SHS��r�, and y2D
�SHS��r� are weighted by different

powers of 	r �3, 4, 4, and 5, respectively�, the corresponding
exact second-order cavity function is discontinuous at r=1
and has a � singularity at r=1 and �2singularities at r=0 and
2. The � singularity at r=1 is responsible for a diverging
fourth virial coefficient of the SPS model �see Sec. V B be-
low�.

V. EXACT PROPERTIES OF THE PSW MODEL

A. Calculation of y1 and y2

As already mentioned, the SPS model suffers from the
same drawbacks as the original SHS model plus some addi-
tional ones, so that it can hardly be regarded as a sound
model in higher dimensions. However it has served as a test
bench for analytical techniques. Armed with these tools, we
can now tackle the more difficult PSW model, which has the
SW fluid as a reference model. We recall that the latter does
not have an exact solution in higher dimensions but it is
amenable to an exact treatment in one dimension �8�. The
discussion follows closely the route already introduced for
the SPS model, namely, the density expansion, Eq. �3.7�. The
radial distribution function g�r� is related to the cavity func-
tion y�r� by Eq. �3.6� which with the help of Eqs. �2.2� and
�2.3� yields

g�r� = 
�1 − 	r�y�r� , r � 1,

�1 + 		r�y�r� , 1 � r � 1 + � ,

y�r� , r � 1 + � .
� �5.1�

As in the SPS model, the cavity function can be exactly
computed up to second order in density, this time by reduc-
ing the problem to the solution of the SW model.

The first-order term reads ���1�

y1�r� = 	r
2


2�1 + 	2�� − r�1 + 2	 + 2	2� , 0 � r � � ,

2 − 2	� − r , � � r � 2,

	�2 + 	��r − 2� − 2	� , 2 � r � 2 + � ,

�2 + 2� − r�	2, 2 + � � r � 2 + 2� ,

0, 2 + 2� � r .
� �5.2�
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The second order can be reduced to the calculation of the
corresponding diagrams of the SW model as anticipated. We
find

y2�r� = 	r
3y2A

�SW��r� + 2	r
4y2B

�SW��r� +
	r

4

2
y2C

�SW��r� +
	r

5

2
y2D

�SW��r� ,

�5.3�

where the explicit calculation of the various terms is de-
scribed in Appendix B and is given by Eqs. �B1�, �B2�, �B4�,
and �B8�. It can be checked that these expressions reduce to
those of the SPS model, Eqs. �4.4�–�4.7�, in the limit 	→�
and �→0 with �=	� /�=const.

B. Computation of B2, B3, and B4

The EOS can be obtained from the knowledge of the ra-
dial distribution function g�r� through a number of routes.
The most common ones are the virial route

�P

�
� Z��,�� = 1 + 2d−1vd��

0

�

dr rdy�r�
�

�r
f�r� , �5.4�

the compressibility route

�
�P

��
�−1

� ���,�� = 1 + 2ddvd��
0

�

dr rd−1�g�r� − 1� ,

�5.5�

and the energy route

U

N
� u��,�� =

d

2�
1 + 2dvd���

0

�

dr rd−1��r�g�r�� ,

�5.6�

where d is the dimensionality of the system and vd
= �� /4�d/2 /��1+d /2� is the volume of a d-dimensional
sphere of unit diameter. Thermodynamic consistency for the
exact g�r� requires the three routes to be completely equiva-
lent and hence

�−1��,�� =
�

��
��Z��,��� , �5.7�

�
�

��
u��,�� =

�

��
Z��,�� . �5.8�

For an approximate g�r�, on the other hand, the consistency
is no longer guaranteed and different routes �or combinations
of them� may lead to different results.

Let us specialize to the one-dimensional case of the PSW
model, where we have just derived the exact g�r� up to sec-
ond order in a density expansion. Equations �5.4�–�5.6� be-
come, using the potential �2.1�,

Z��,�� = 1 + �	r��1 + 	�y�1� − 	�1 + ��y�1 + ��� ,

�5.9�

���,�� = 1 + 2��
0

1

dr��1 − 	r�y�r� − 1�

+ �
1

1+�

dr��1 + 	r	�y�r� − 1� + �
1+�

+�

dr�y�r� − 1�� ,

�5.10�

u��,�� =
1

2�
+ ��r�1 − 	r��

0

1

dr y�r�

− �a�1 + 	r	��
1

1+�

dr y�r�� . �5.11�

Inserting the expansion �3.7� for the cavity function y�r�, we
find

Z = 1 + B2� + B3�2 + B4�3 + ¯ , �5.12�

� = 1 + �2� + �3�2 + �4�3 + ¯ , �5.13�

u =
1

2�
+ u2� + u3�2 + u4�3 + ¯ . �5.14�

Clearly Eq. �5.12� is the virial expansion for the compress-
ibility factor Z, whereas �5.13� and �5.14� are the analogous
expansions for the isothermal compressibility � and the en-
ergy per particle u. If the exact coefficients yn appearing in
Eq. �3.7� are known, the above three quantities provide the
identical exact EOS.

On starting from the second-order values B2, �2, and u2
one can obtain perturbatively higher orders term by term
from the knowledge of yn�r�. The result can be cast into the
form

B2 = 	r�1 − 	��, �2 = − 2B2,

u2 = �r�1 − 	r� − �a�1 + 	r	�� , �5.15�

Bn = 	r��1 + 	�yn−2�1� − 	�1 + ��yn−2�1 + ���, n � 3,

�5.16�

�n = 2�1 − 	��
0

1

dr yn−2�r� + �1 + 	r	��
1

1+�

dr yn−2�r�

+ �
1+�

�

dr yn−2�r��, n � 3, �5.17�

un = �r�1 − 	r��
0

1

dr yn−2�r� − �a�1 + 	r	�

��
1

1+�

dr yn−2�r�, n � 3. �5.18�

Note that Bn depends upon yn−2 so that knowledge of the
exact y1 and y2 allows the computation of the exact virial
coefficients up to B4. The third- and fourth-order results can
be obtained from Eqs. �5.2� and �5.3�. After some algebra,
one gets
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B3 = 	r
3�1 − 	��2 − � − 2	��� , �5.19�

�3 = 4B2
2 − 3B3, �5.20�

u3 =
�r

2
	r

2�1 − 	r��3 − 2	��2 − � − 	���

−
�a

2
	r

2�1 + 	r	���2 − � − 4	�� =
1

2

�

��
B3,

�5.21�

B4 = −
	r

6

2
�1 − 	��3 − 3� − 6	� + �2 + 4	�2 + 3	2�2

− 	3�2�� +
	r

5

2
�7 − 	��21 − 15� − 36	� + 3�2 + 16	�2

+ 16	2�2 − 4	3�2�� −
	r

4

2
�4 − 	��12 − 6� − 18	� + �2

+ 3	�2 + 3	2�2 − 3	3�2�� , �5.22�

�4 = − 4�2B2
3 − 3B2B3 + B4� , �5.23�

u4 =
1

3

�

��
B4. �5.24�

The three routes provide consistently identical results for B3
and B4, i.e., the relations �5.7� and �5.8� are verified, as they
should be. In the energy case the following identity is
needed:

�

��
=

�	r

��

�

�	r
+

�	

��

�

�	

= �r�1 − 	r�
�

�	r
+

�a�1 + 	r	� − �r	�1 − 	r�
	r

�

�	
.

�5.25�

Equation �5.22� gives the exact fourth virial coefficient as a
function of the three relevant parameters of the PSW model,
namely, 	r, 	, and �. The results for the PS and SW models
are recovered as

lim
�a→0

B4 = lim
�a→−�r

B4

�1 + ��3 = 	r
4−

	r
2

2
+

7	r

2
− 2� ,

�5.26�

lim
�r→�

B4 = 1 − 	�3 − 3� − 6	� +
1

2
�2 +

9

2
	�2 + 5	2�2� ,

�5.27�

respectively. On the other hand, while B2 and B3 are well
defined in the SPS limit �	→� and �→0 with �=	�
=finite� �see Eqs. �5.15� and �5.19��, the presence of the
terms 	3�2 in Eq. �5.22� implies that B4→� in the SPS
model. Equation �5.16� shows that this is a direct conse-
quence of the divergence of y2

�SPS��r� at r=1. However,

y2
�SHS��1�=finite, so that B4 is well defined in the SHS model

�	r=1�, as shown by Eq. �5.27�.
The second, third, and fourth virial coefficients for the

PSS model ��a�0� are still given by Eqs. �5.15�, �5.19�, and
�5.22�, except that 	�0. In the case of the HPS model ��a
�0 and �r→0 or, equivalently, 	a�0, 	=	a /	r, and 	r
→0�, one gets

lim
�r→0

B2 = − 	a�, lim
�r→0

B3 = 0, lim
�r→0

B4 = −
3

2
	a

4�3.

�5.28�

The special case of the HHS model is obtained by further
taking the limit �a→� �	a→−1�.

VI. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE CASES AND COMPARISON
WITH THE PY AND HNC APPROXIMATIONS

The approximate character of a given closure can be typi-
cally inferred by looking at g2�r�=e−���r�y2�r� along with the
corresponding fourth virial coefficient B4. Being coefficients
in a density expansion, both can be either positive or nega-
tive. We now plot the exact g2�r� and B4 for some illustrative
cases and compare them with the PY and HNC theories �3.8�
and �3.9�. The PY and HNC results corresponding to Eq.
�5.3� are �30�

y2
PY�r� = 	r

3y2A
�SW��r� + 2	r

4y2B
�SW��r� , �6.1�

y2
HNC�r� = 	r

3y2A
�SW��r� + 2	r

4y2B
�SW��r� +

	r
4

2
y2C

�SW��r� . �6.2�

Comparison with Eq. �5.3� shows that the HNC theory ne-
glects y2D

�SW��r� and the PY theory neglects, in addition,
y2C

�SW��r�. As a consequence, the expression for the fourth
virial coefficient in the PY and HNC approximations de-
pends on the thermodynamic route. The corresponding re-
sults can be found in Appendix C.

Let us start with g2�r�. As a prototypical PSW system we
have chosen �a /�r=0.25 and �=0.5. Figure 2 shows g2�r�
for kBT /�r=0.5 and 1. It can be observed that the HNC and
PY approximations tend to overestimate and underestimate,
respectively, the values of g2�r� in the overlapping region r
�1. This is due to the fact that y2D

�SW��r� is generally negative
in the region r�1, while y2C

�SW��r� is positive definite and
larger than the magnitude of y2D

�SW��r�. Inside the well �1�r
�1+�� the PY and HNC curves practically coincide at
kBT /�r=0.5, both being rather inaccurate, while at the higher
temperature kBT /�r=1 the PY prediction is quite good.
Moreover, the PY theory is a better approximation than the
HNC theory for r�2. This is explained by the fact that
y2C

�SW��r�+y2D
�SW��r�=0 in the region r�2, so that g2

PY�r� coin-
cides with the exact g2�r� for r�2 in the case of the SW
model �	r=1�. If 	r�1 the combination y2C

�SW��r�
+	ry2D

�SW��r� does not vanish for r�2 but is still rather small
for the cases of Fig. 2. For r�2+2�, both g2

HNC�r� and
g2

PY�r� become exact since y2C
�SW��r� and y2D

�SW��r� vanish in
that region.

Figure 3 depicts the function g2�r� for a representative
case of the PSS model �see Sec. II C�. Most of the preceding
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comments in connection with Fig. 2 apply here as well. Fi-
nally, the function g2�r� corresponding to the HPS model is
shown in Fig. 4 for �=0.5 and two temperatures: kBT / ��a�
=0 and 0.5. Note that the zero-temperature case is equivalent
to the HHS limit. It is interesting to note that the curves
corresponding to both temperatures are quite similar, except
for a change of scale. In the HPS model the HNC theory
gives the exact g2�r� because, for large �	�, y2D

�SW��r� scales
with 	4, while it has a weight 	r

5 and so does not contribute
to y2�r�. Similarly, y2B

�SW��r� scales with 	3 and so it does not
contribute to y2�r� either. On the other hand, 	r

4y2C
�SW��r� is

different from zero in the regions 0�r�� and 2�r�2
+2� and it is there where the PY theory fails, yielding
g2

PY�r�=0.
In order to have a feeling of the behavior of the exact B4,

we now plot them for some representative values of the pa-
rameters. Figure 5 shows the exact �see Eq. �5.22�� and the
approximate �see Appendix C� values of the fourth virial
coefficient as functions of temperature for the same PSW
model as considered in Fig. 2, i.e., the one defined by
�a /�r=0.25 and �=0.5. While the exact B4 goes to −� as
T→0, the HNC and PY theories artificially predict a diver-
gence to +�. We can observe that the best agreement with
the exact curve corresponds to B4

HNC,c up to kBT /�r�0.5 and
to B4

PY,c thereafter. The worst behaviors correspond to
B4

HNC,v=B4
HNC,e and B4

PY,v.

The results for the PSS model considered in Fig. 3,
namely, �a /�r=−0.5 and �=0.5, are displayed in Fig. 6. For
low temperatures this model reduces to the HS model of
diameter 1+�. It is found that B4

PY,v and, especially, B4
PY,c

present an excellent agreement with the exact B4. On the
other hand, the poorest performances are presented by
B4

HNC,v=B4
HNC,e and B4

PY,e.
We have also evaluated B4 for the HPS model at various

values of kBT / ��a�, as depicted in Fig. 7, and compared with
the PY approximation �compressibility route�. As said be-
fore, the HNC theory becomes exact for the HPS model.
Interestingly, in this case both the virial and the energy
routes from the PY approximation yield exact results, even
though y2

PY�r� is not exact.
It is worthwhile noting that B4 is not a monotonic function

of temperature in the PSW model �see Fig. 5�: it is negative
for low temperatures, reaches a positive maximum value at
an intermediate temperature, and then decays, reaching a
very small negative minimum value at a certain temperature,
and finally going to zero from below. Although hardly appar-
ent in Fig. 6, the behavior of B4 is also non-monotonic in the
PSS model: it is generally positive and decays as the tem-
perature increases, but eventually reaches a very small nega-
tive minimum value and thereafter tends to zero from below.
In contrast, the fourth virial coefficient of the HPS model
�see Fig. 7� is negative definite and monotonically increases
with increasing temperature.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Second-order radial distribution function
g2�r� for a PSW model with �a /�r=0.25, �=0.5, and kBT /�r=0.5
�top panel� and 1 �bottom panel�. The solid, long-dashed, and short-
dashed lines correspond to the exact result, the HNC approxima-
tion, and the PY approximation, respectively.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Second-order radial distribution function
g2�r� for a PSS model with �a /�r=−0.5, �=0.5, and kBT /�r=0.5
�top panel� and 1 �bottom panel�. The solid, long-dashed, and short-
dashed lines correspond to the exact result, the HNC approxima-
tion, and the PY approximation, respectively.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have introduced the PSW model and
outlined a number of exact results for this model in one

dimension. The potential contains two energy scales �the
core barrier �r and the well depth �a� and two length scales
�the core diameter � and the well width ��. This model is a
variation of the widely used square-well one with a finite
energy barrier replacing the hard core. As such, this is not a
nearest-neighbor system and there exists no general approach
leading to an exact solution even in the one-dimensional
case. In spite of this we have been able to obtain the exact
first few coefficients in the density expansions of the relevant
structural and thermodynamical properties. Specifically, we
have computed both the cavity and radial distribution func-
tions up to second order in density and the virial expansion
up to fourth order. As a stringent test of the calculations, we
have explicitly checked that different routes to thermody-
namics �virial, compressibility, and energy� are consistent
with one another up to this order.

This model includes a variety of other models as special
cases. By taking the limit of an infinitely narrow and deep

FIG. 4. �Color online� Second-order radial distribution function
g2�r� for the HPS model with �=0.5 and kBT / ��a�=0.5 �bottom
panel� and 0 �top panel, corresponding to the HHS model�. The
solid, long-dashed, and short-dashed lines correspond to the exact
result, the HNC approximation, and the PY approximation, respec-
tively. Note that the HNC approximation provides the exact result
in the HPS model.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Fourth virial coefficient B4 as a function
of kBT /�r for a PSW model with �a /�r=0.25 and �=0.5. The solid,
dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the exact result, the HNC
approximation �virial-energy and compressibility routes�, and the
PY approximation �virial, compressibility, and energy routes�,
respectively.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Fourth virial coefficient B4 as a function
of kBT /�r for a PSS model with �a /�r=−0.5 and �=0.5. The solid,
dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the exact result, the HNC
approximation �virial-energy and compressibility routes�, and the
PY approximation �virial, compressibility, and energy routes�,
respectively.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Fourth virial coefficient B4 as a function
of kBT / ��a� for a HPS model with �=0.5. The dashed line corre-
sponds to the exact result whereas the dotted line corresponds to the
PY approximation �compressibility route�.
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well ��a→�, �→0� we obtain the SPS model which can be
also reckoned as a variant of the SHS model with penetrable
core. Upon reversing the sign of the attractive energy scale
�a we obtain a PSS model with successive soft repulsive
barriers of decreasing height. If the second barrier is higher
that the first �−�a��r�0�, we find a potential that is attrac-
tive for short distances and repulsive for larger distances. An
interesting situation, that we have denoted as the HPS model,
corresponds to −�a��r=0. In the limit of zero temperature
�or, equivalently, �a→−�� the HPS model becomes the HHS
model, characterized by an infinitely high barrier between �
and �+�. Here the equilibrium state consists of “chains” of
connected particles: two adjacent particles of the same chain
move freely, provided that the distance between their centers
does not exceed �; on the other hand, particles of different
chains behave as hard spheres of diameter �+�. In the limit
��a�→0 �and also if −�a=�r�0� the PSW fluid reduces to the
PS one, and all results obtained here are consistent with pre-
vious analysis on the PS model within this limit. Finally, all
results smoothly converge to the HS limit when �r→� and
��a�→0 �or −�a=�r→��, as expected.

The combined effect of the absence of a hard core and the
presence of a finite attractive part of the PSW potential raises
the issue of the existence of a well-defined thermodynamic
limit of the system. We have analyzed this issue in detail and
we have assessed the limits of stability as a function of the
ratio between the attractive and repulsive energy scales:
when �a /�r�

1
2 the system is stable, whereas in the opposite

case the system might be unstable �when �r�0 and �a�0
the system is always stable independently of the energy
scales�. The SPS limit turns out to be always unstable since
the exact fourth-order virial coefficient diverges, unlike the
corresponding SHS counterpart which is well behaved.

A main advantage of exact relations is that one can assess
the reliability of approximate theories. A comparison with
PY and HNC closures unveils the corresponding strengths
and weaknesses of both. We have found that each of them
has a domain in space where it outperforms the other, and we
have explained why this is so in terms of the exact and ap-
proximate behavior of the second-order cavity function y2�r�.
As a general feature, the HNC approach tends to overesti-
mate the cavity function within the core whereas the PY
method has the opposite tendency. On the other hand, the PY
method is consistently superior in the large-r region. Both
approximate theories produce artifacts in the low-
temperature region of the fourth virial coefficients.

It would be extremely interesting to extend the present
work in some respects. While our analysis has provided a
careful comparison of the PY and HNC approximate theories
with respect to the exact result, we have not attempted a
detailed physical interpretation of the results. This is because
our exact analysis was limited to the lowest orders in density,
which are expected to be valid only within a rather limited
region of the phase diagram. It turns out, however, that even
this limited knowledge can be exploited to construct rather
precise approximations for the PSW model in the limits of
low �1−	r�1� and high penetrability �	r�1�, for arbitrary
value of the density. This analysis mirrors that already per-
formed for the PS model �4,17�, can be tested against nu-
merical simulations, and nicely complements the exact low-

density results presented here. The boundedness of the class
of penetrable-sphere potentials raises the possibility of a
phase transition even in a one-dimensional system �32,33�
and the presence of the attractive part might also give rise to
additional transitions in the fluid phase. We plan to address
this point in future work.

It is worth stressing that the large number of parameters
present in the PSW fluid �two energy scales, two character-
istic lengths, density, and temperature� may render the phase
diagram analysis quite problematic, so an exact understand-
ing of the low-dimensional behavior, where the analysis can
be carried out almost fully analytically, is always welcome.
Having done this, the extension to three dimensions should
be facilitated, and our results predict an extremely rich phase
diagram which might be useful to describe complex fluids
with soft cores within a unified picture.
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APPENDIX A: RUELLE’S STABILITY CRITERION

According to Ruelle’s criterion, a sufficient condition of
thermodynamic stability is �18,19�

UN�x1, . . . ,xN� = �
i=1

N−1

�
j=i+1

N

���xi − xj��� − NB �A1�

for all configurations �xi�, where B is a fixed bound.
Let us first demonstrate that for small repulsion ��r

�2�a� there exists at least one configuration violating the
stability constraint. We consider a particular configuration
where the N particles are distributed into N /s clusters of s
overlapping particles each, so that the centers of the s par-
ticles belonging to the same cluster coincide �with a toler-
ance � /2�. Next, the centers of two adjacent clusters are
separated by a distance between � and �+�. The potential
energy corresponding to this configuration is

UN�s� =
N

s

s�s − 1�
2

�r − N

s
− 1�s2�a. �A2�

The first term on the right-hand side represents the repulsive
energy of the s�s−1� /2 pairs of each cluster, times the num-
ber of clusters. The second term is the attractive energy of
the interaction between the s particles of each cluster and the
s particles of its neighbor cluster, times the number of pairs
of adjacent clusters. Obviously, the value of the total poten-
tial energy UN depends on the value of s. The extreme cases
are s=1 and N. We then see that the value that minimizes
UN�s� is
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s� =
N

2
1 −

�r

2�a
� , �A3�

which is meaningful only if �r�2�a. The corresponding
minimum value of UN�s� is

UN�s�� = − N� �r

2
+

N

16
�a2 −

�r

�a
�2�, �r � 2�a. �A4�

The quantity enclosed between square brackets grows lin-
early with N and so it is not bounded. Therefore, if �r�2�a,
there exists at least a configuration that violates Ruelle’s cri-
terion. On the other hand, we note that if �r�2�a the mini-
mum of UN�s� is reached at s=1, in which case

UN�s� � UN�s = 1� = − �N − 1��a, �r � 2�a, �A5�

so that all these special configurations are consistent with
Ruelle’s criterion. Indeed, we now show that no other con-
figurations violate Ruelle’s criterion if �r�2�a so that the
model is thermodynamically stable if the above condition is
satisfied.

Without loss of generality we can see any given configu-
ration of N particles as a set of M clusters �1�M �N�, each
cluster i being made of si overlapping particles �i.e., any pair
of particles of a given cluster are separated a distance smaller
than ��. For fixed M and �si�, the total potential energy can
be decomposed as

UN��si�;M� = UN
intra��si�;M� + UN

inter��si�;M� , �A6�

where

UN
intra��si�;M� =

�r

2 �
i=1

M

si�si − 1� �A7�

is the contribution associated with pairs of particles inside
each cluster and UN

inter is the contribution associated with
pairs of particles belonging in different clusters. Note that in
the latter contribution the energy for each pair can be �r �if
the separation is smaller than ��, −�a �if the separation lies
between � and �+��, or zero �if the separation is larger than
�+��. It is clear that the minimum value of UN

inter is achieved
when all the particles of a cluster interact attractively with all
the particles of the neighbor cluster:

UN
inter��si�;M� � − �a �

i=1

M−1

sisi+1� − �a �
i=1

M−1

sisi+1 − �as1sM .

�A8�

Therefore,

UN��si�;M� �
�r

2 �
i=1

M

si�si − 1� −
�a

2 �
i=1

M

si�si−1 + si+1�

� WN��si�;M� , �A9�

where s0=sM and sM+1=s1. Given M, what is the set of popu-
lation numbers �si� that minimizes WN subject to the con-
straint that �i=1

M si=N? Using a Lagrange multiplier �, the
problem reduces to solving

�

�sj
WN��si�;M� − ��

i=1

M

si� =
�r

2
�2sj − 1� − �a�sj−1 + sj+1� − �

= 0, 1 � j � M . �A10�

The solution is si=N /M and �= �N /M���r−2�a�−�r /2. This
could have been expected by symmetry arguments. There-
fore, given M clusters, the minimum WN is obtained with a
uniform distribution si=s=N /M. For �r�2�a we can thus
write

UN��si�;M� � WN��si = N/M�;M�

=
�r

2
M�N/M��N/M − 1� − �aM�N/M�2

= ��r/2 − �a�N2/M − N�r/2 � − N�r/2,

�A11�

which proves that Ruelle’s stability criterion is satisfied.

APPENDIX B: SECOND-ORDER CAVITY FUNCTIONS
FOR THE SW MODEL

The first-order term y1
�SW��r� �for ����1� is given by

Eq. �5.2� with 	r=1. This allows for a straightforward deter-
mination of y2C

�SW��r� as

y2C
�SW��r� = �y1

�SW��r��2. �B1�

Next, one can also evaluate the Fourier transform of the in-
tegral corresponding to the 2A diagram. Going back to real
space, the result is

y2A
�SW��r� = −

3

2
	�1 + 	�2�1 − � − r�2
�1 − � − r� +

3

2
�1 + 	�

��1 + 2	 + 3	2��1 − r�2
�1 − r� −
3

2
	�2 + 4	

+ 3	2��1 + � − r�2
�1 + � − r� +
3

2
	2�1 + 	��1

+ 2� − r�2
�1 + 2� − r� −
1

2
�1 + 	�3�3 − r�2
�3

− r� +
3

2
	�1 + 	�2�3 + � − r�2
�3 + � − r� −

3

2
	2�1

+ 	��3 + 2� − r�2
�3 + 2� − r� +
1

2
	3�3 + 3�

− r�2
�3 + 3� − r� . �B2�

For y2B
�SW��r� we can make use of the identity

y2B�r� = �
−�

�

dsy1�s�f�s�f��r − s�� , �B3�

which leads to the result

y2B
�SW��r� = 	�1 + 	��2 − � − 4	���� − r�
�� − r� + 	�1

+ 	�2�1 − � − r�2
�1 − � − r� − �1 + 3	 + 5	2

+ 3	3��1 − r�2
�1 − r� + 	�2 + 4	 + 3	2��1 + �
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− r�2
�1 + � − r� − 	2�1 + 	��1 + 2� − r�2
�1

+ 2� − r� +
1

2
�1 + 	�2�4 − r − 4	���2 − r�
�2 − r�

− 	�1 + 	��4 − r − 4	���2 + � − r�
�2 + � − r�

+
1

2
	2�4 − r − 4	���2 + 2� − r�
�2 + 2� − r� .

�B4�

Computation of y2D
�SW��r� is much more laborious and re-

quires a different route. We go back to the general formalism

and compute the exact �̃�s� from the Laplace transform
�3.1�, which is

�̃�s� =
e−s

s
�1 + 	 − 	e−s�� . �B5�

Equation �3.4� then yields for the parameter � the following
density expansion:

� = � + �1 − 	���2 + �1 − 	��2 − � − 2	����3 + ¯ .

�B6�

Inserting this solution into Eq. �3.3� and inverting the
Laplace transform �3.2�, we can obtain the corresponding
radial distribution function g2�r� correct up to second order
in density. Use of Eq. �5.1� then yields the corresponding
cavity function y2�r� and then y2D

�SW��r� is given by the differ-
ence

y2D
�SW��r� = 2y2�r� − 2y2A

�SW��r� − 4y2B
�SW��r� − 4y2C

�SW��r� .

�B7�

This provides the result for r�1. Inside the core we have
three different regions under the assumption that ��1,
namely, 0�r��, ��r�1−�, and 1−��r�1. The qua-
dratic expression in each region can be obtained by imposing
continuity conditions and with some help from numerical
evaluation. The final analytic result is

y2D
�SW��r� = − 2	�1 + 	���1 + 	 + 	2�r − 2 + ��1 + 3	 − 	2����

− r�
�� − r� − 	�1 + 	�2�1 − � − r�2
�1 − � − r�

+ �1 + 3	 + 5	2 + 3	3��1 − r�2
�1 − r� − 	�2 + 4	

+ 3	2��1 + � − r�2
�1 + � − r� + 	2�1 + 	��1 + 2�

− r�2
�1 + 2� − r� + �1 + 	�2�r�1 − 2	 − 	2� − 2

+ 4	 + 2	2 + 4	���2 − r�
�2 − r� + 4	2�1 + 	��r

− 2 − � + 	���2 + � − r�
�2 + � − r� − 	4�2 + 2�

− r�2
�2 + 2� − r� . �B8�

Note that the first derivative y��r� is discontinuous at r=�, 2,
2+�, and 2+2�, as can be inferred from its explicit compu-
tation at this order in density.

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF B4 FOR THE PSW
MODEL IN THE PY AND HNC APPROXIMATIONS

Here the fourth virial coefficient predicted by the PY and
HNC approximations via the various thermodynamic routes

�v=virial, c=compressibility, e=energy� are given.

1. PY approximation

Using Eq. �6.1�, along with the recursion relations
�5.15�–�5.18�, we have

B4
PY,v = 	r

5�3 − 	��9 − 7� − 16	� + �2 + 6	�2 + 6	2�2

− 2	3�2�� −
	r

4

2
�4 − 	��12 − 6� − 18	� + �2 + 3	�2

+ 3	2�2 − 3	3�2�� , �C1�

�4
PY = − 4�2B2

3 − 3B2B3 + B4
PY,c� , �C2�

B4
PY,c =

	r
5

3
�7 − 	��21 − 15� − 36	� + 3�2 + 16	�2

+ 16	2�2 − 4	3�2��

−
	r

4

3
�4 − 	��12 − 6� − 18	� + �2 + 3	�2 + 3	2�2

− 3	3�2�� , �C3�

u4
PY =

	r
3

6
�1 + 	r	���12 − 18	r − 6��1 − 2	r + 6	 − 10	r	�

+ �2�1 − 2	r + 6	 − 26	r	 + 9	2 − 36	r	
2 − 12	3

+ 16	r	
3���a −

	r
3

6
�1 − 	r���16 − 28	r − 6	��6

− 11	r� + 6	�2�3 − 8	r + 6	 − 14	r	� − 	�1 + 	��3�3

− 10	r + 3	 − 28	r	���r. �C4�

The fourth virial coefficient associated with the energy route,
B4

PY,e, is obtained from Eq. �C4� as

B4
PY,e = 3�

0

�

d��u4
PY���� . �C5�

Its expression is quite long and so it is omitted here. In
addition to its dependence on 	r and 	, B4

PY,e depends on
�a / �na�a−nr�r� with �na ,nr�= �1,1� , �1,2� , �1,3� , �1,4� ,
�2,1� , �2,3� , �3,1� , �3,2� , �4,1�.

It is instructive to consider some special cases. First, the
results for the PS model correspond to the limit �a→0 �	
→0� or �a→−�r �	→−1�:

lim
�a→0

B4
PY,v = lim

�a→−�r

B4
PY,v

�1 + ��3 = 	r
4�3	r − 2� , �C6�

lim
�a→0

B4
PY,c = lim

�a→−�r

B4
PY,c

�1 + ��3 = 	r
47	r

3
−

4

3
� , �C7�

lim
�a→0

B4
PY,e = lim

�a→−�r

B4
PY,e

�1 + ��3 = 	r
414	r

5
− 2� . �C8�

In the special case of the HPS model ��a�0 and �r→0�
one finds that B4

PY,v and B4
PY,e reduce to the exact result �see

Eq. �5.28�� but lim�r→0 B4
PY,c=−	a

4�3.
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The conventional SW model corresponds to �r→� �	r
→1�:

lim
�r→�

B4
PY,v = 1 − 	�3 − 4� − 7	� +

1

2
�2 +

9

2
	�2 +

9

2
	2�2

−
1

2
	3�2� , �C9�

lim
�r→�

B4
PY,c = 1 − 	�3 − 3� − 6	� +

2

3
�2 +

13

3
	�2

+
13

3
	2�2 −

1

3
	3�2� , �C10�

lim
�r→�

B4
PY,e =

4

5
− 	�3 − 3� − 6	� +

1

2
�2 + 5	�2 +

9

2
	2�2

−
1

2
	3�2� . �C11�

If, furthermore, the SHS limit �	→� and �→0 with 	�
=const� is taken in Eqs. �C9�–�C11�, an artificial divergence
of B4 is obtained.

The results corresponding to HS are obtained by taking
either the limit �r→� �	r→1� in Eqs. �C6�–�C8� or the limit
�a→0 �	→0� in Eqs. �C9�–�C11�. In either case one sees
that the virial and compressibility routes yield the exact re-
sult, while the energy route value is wrong by a factor 4/5. A
third possibility consists of taking the limit �a→−� �	
→−1� in Eqs. �C9�–�C11�. However, in this last case the
energy route yields an incorrect dependence on �:

lim
�a→−�

lim
�r→�

B4
PY,e =

4

5
+

�

2
�6 + 6� + �2� . �C12�

The fact that the right-hand side of Eq. �C12� is not propor-
tional to �1+��3 implies that if one starts from B4

PY,e for the
PSS model of shoulder height and width −�a and �, respec-
tively, and then one takes the limit �a→−� to get the HS
model of diameter 1+�, the result has an artificial depen-
dence on �. This anomaly of the PY description was dis-
cussed in Ref. �34�.

2. HNC approximation

Similarly to the preceding analysis, from Eq. �6.2� one
gets

B4
HNC,v =

3

2
B4

PY,c, �C13�

�4
HNC = − 4�2B2

3 − 3B2B3 + B4
HNC,c� , �C14�

B4
HNC,c =

5	r
5

12
�7 − 	��21 − 15� − 36	� + 3�2 + 16	�2

+ 16	2�2 − 4	3�2�� −
	r

4

2
�4 − 	��12 − 6� − 18	�

+ �2 + 3	�2 + 3	2�2 − 3	3�2�� , �C15�

u4
HNC =

1

3

�

��
B4

HNC,v. �C16�

Equation �C16� implies that B4
HNC,e=B4

HNC,v. This confirms
that, in general, the energy and virial routes are thermody-
namically consistent in the HNC approximation �35�. It is
also noteworthy that the fourth virial coefficient predicted by
the HNC approximation in the virial and energy routes is
exactly three-halves the one predicted by the PY approxima-
tion in the compressibility energy route, Eq. �C13�. This
simple relation is not restricted to one-dimensional �1D�
models since it also occurs in the 3D PS model �17�. It would
be extremely interesting to check whether relation �C13� is a
general property valid for any interaction potential and for
any dimensionality.

In the PS and SW limits Eq. �C15� becomes

lim
�a→0

B4
HNC,c = lim

�a→−�r

B4
HNC,c

�1 + ��3 = 	r
435	r

12
− 2� , �C17�

lim
�r→�

B4
HNC,c =

11

12
− 	�11

4
−

13

4
� − 6	� +

3

4
�2 +

31

6
	�2

+
31

6
	2�2 −

1

6
	3�2� , �C18�

respectively.
The three routes in the HNC theory yield the exact result

�5.28� in the HPS limit. However, as in the case of the PY
theory, an artificial divergence of B4 is predicted in the SHS
limit.
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